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ABSTRACT
Life’s simple pleasures are often the most memorable and most endearing. There is
an indescribable joy when the family can regularly come together and have a good sit
down meal. Unfortunately, there are many families who for reasons of financial survival
are denied the opportunity to create such moments and memories. Project N.O.M
therefore is to give such opportunity to families who need them. There are lowerincome families where the parent(s) works so hard, they have neither time nor energy
to cook. Our project is to reach out to upper primary or lower secondary students from
lower-income families where the parent(s) works so hard, they have neither time nor
energy to cook. We hope to encourage them to start a family tradition of having a
family meal at least once a week. We aim to do this by creating a learning resource in
the form of recipes into a cookbook, creating cooking videos to allow these children to
watch, and lastly to raise funds so that we can provide these children and their families
with mini food hampers so that they can try cooking these meals themselves.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale
Many lower income families that do not even have enough daily balance to buy all
three meals a day for their families. Some families even have a large number of people
and even some families with only one adult supporting the entire family. With only one
parent, he/she only has time to work and their children are often left to take care of
themselves. These children often only have 1 or no meals a day as their parents are
too busy at work, and they also have insufficient money. During our research, we were
shocked to see that children had to resort to eating rice together with salt and water.

1.2 Objectives
•

Improve the nutrition intake of these beneficiaries in lower-income families

•

Encourage these beneficiaries to connect with their families better through
these meals

•

Bring about self esteem and self-confidence to these beneficiaries

1.3 Target Audience
Our Target Audience is upper primary and lower secondary students who come from
lower income families, who are mature enough to learn self-independence while
maintaining their safety in the kitchen.

1.4 Resources
Because the website already has all the recipes and instructional videos, we also
decided to make an online cookbook. This would be good as children without internet
can download the online cookbook pdf and view it without internet. Additionally, we
could also print out the recipes from the cookbook for them if they do not have mobile
devices. When we hold our cooking class in the future, we would also be giving them
printed out sheets of recipes from this online cookbook for easier reference while
cooking
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2 REVIEW
Current resources such as the Dinner Table Project exist, although this project shares
a similar goal as ours, to allow the beneficiaries to connect with their families better
through a meal. However, their approach is different, instead of teaching these
beneficiaries how to cook, they instead create table talks and newsletters in order to
encourage families to connect better through a meal. Although their Project was
successful in certain areas, but they mainly focused on families in general, while
Project N.O.M focuses only on the lower income families in Singapore. This allows
these families to get the support they need as well as to teach beneficiaries how to
cook and bring them the much needed self esteem and confidence.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Needs Analysis
As this was a sensitive topic, hence we could not carry out a survey. Instead, for our
needs analysis, we interviewed key leaders from local charity organisations working
in community outreach with needy families that suited our profile.
The organisations and key persons we interviewed are :
1. Ms Chan Choo Keng and Ms Joyce Lim, heads of community outreach, BLC
Community Services which reaches out to needy families primarily in Joo Chiat
and the East;
2. Rev Abel Lee, Executive Director, Careworks Community Services that
reaches out to needy families in Little India and areas around Race Course
Road; and
3. Mr Clement Ee, founder and head of LoveAid, which helps needy families in
the MacPherson area and has a partnership with Geyland Methodist School
(Secondary) and Cedar Primary.
Here are the interview question and responses.
1. What are some problems children in low income families face?
•
•
•
•

“Children have inadequate support.”
“They had to be more independent and learn how to do things on their own”
“Some parents are struggling with providing for their family”
“Because the parents usually have to work long hours, the children have to
maybe cook their own food or buy their food”

2. Do you think our project can help solve some of the problems they face?
•
•

“Yeah I think one pot food idea is good, the food is nutritious, tasty, easy.”
“It would also be good if you can make it safe for young children.”

3. Is there anything important to take note during our project?
•
•
•

“Preserve their self esteem of the beneficiaries.”
“Don’t portray yourself as the hero”
“Don’t let them feel hopeless or that they need a lot of help.”

3.2 Development of Resources
Extensive readings of various literature from the internet. Multiple interviews were also
conducted with members from charity organisations, Reverend Abel from Careworks,
Mr Clemont from LoveAid as well as Ms Chan Choo Keng and Ms Joyce Lim, heads
of community outreach, BLC Community Services in order to collect a richer source of
information and advice. Cooking videos, a website as well as a cookbook was created
in order to help our beneficiaries. A charity bakesale was also conducted, raising
$1000 in order to buy cooking hampers for these beneficiaries to encourage them to
learn how to cook as well as to give them the opportunity to cook for their families.

3.3 Pilot Test
A pilot test was conducted to see if children (Aged 11-14) with no prior cooking
experience could cook these dishes. For this pilot test, due to covid restrictions, we
could not test it with our beneficiaries from Geylang Methodist School (Secondary) as
planned, however, we instead asked friends and family from the age group. From this
pilot test, we received a very positive review and we were also given very important
comments. One comment was that in the website, we should include a page which
teaches the beneficiaries important cooking skills, such as cutting, etc.

4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION
The original outcomes for Project N.O.M were (i) creation of the recipe book; (ii)
various cooking workshops with the children; and (iii) raising funds to allow each family
to receive food supplies for a good home-cooked family meal every week for 6 months.
Outcome (i) was met, and we were able to create both a hardcopy recipe book (With
pictures, as well as videos of the recipes being prepared. Limited feedback from
classmates have told us that these resources are visually engaging, and easy to
understand.
We were not able to achieve outcome (ii) due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
we have contacted Geylang Methodist School (Secondary) and they are keen on this
project. Geylang Methodist School (Secondary) has also asked to collaborate on this
project with Dads for Life, which is active in the school. Geylang Methodist School
(Secondary) has opened up their Home Economics facilities for these workshops to
be conducted, subject to government regulations and health advisories at the time.
However, given the present ongoing Covid restrictions, it will likely happen only in
October.

We managed to raise S$1,000/- for outcome (iii). However, due to continued concerns
over the pandemic, we were advised and will instead channel these funds as cash
vouchers and food packages to each of 5 needy families identified by LoveAid
amongst the families they work with in Cedar Primary and Geylang Methodist School
(Secondary).

5 CONCLUSION
This was a very fulfilling project for each of us. It was tiring, but the greatest regret was
that due to the pandemic, we were not able to have the series of cooking workshops
with the children before the project evaluation as we had initially planned and hence
cannot share the outcome and results of these workshops. However, we are glad that
we can still carry out these workshops with Geylang Methodist School (Secondary).
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